
 

 

 

 

             

             

 

               

  

 

 

 

               

 

 

 

 

               

 

 

 

 

             

 

 

 

 

 

             

             

and managing even to paint the first floor of the barn"

for a used tractor bought in trentino doing all the wood work and roof work alone 

short trip to stockholm to register my unemployment also building an entire shed 

and lastly to level the ground where to one day build the cathedral and despite a 

bricks in the vestige and even start digging the earth there to cover the bricks 

barn and demolishing the installation built in the attic and driving all the 

intensively there throughout the month digging the rocks and earth next to the 

myrthe mostly in venice but at last escaping to the mountains again and working 

had to do with the barn in the mountains and spending time with august and 

01164: "a month feeling a little frustrated at first unable to do the work i felti 

back to venice hearing mostly music on the streets"

the local restaurant with august and myrthe using the internet there before going 

driving at night back to the mountains and also music heard at my birthday and at 

shortly in sweden in front of the abba museum there and at the airport but even 

03089: "music heard on the way to the lido beach with august and also while 

drunk guitarists living in the neighborhood and playing on the street"

the apartment while painting it and occasionally playing guitar and listening to a 

changes and in venice both hearing music on the street but also singing myself in 

while in the netherlands also hearing music to heal me a bit after all the life 

parents attending my doctorate and hearing music also training in the gym and also 

03088: "music hear at first in the hotel in sweden staying there with all my 

amount of tourists"

to reach the beach with august but not really find so much trash despite the big 

11161: "still trash found while walking around in venice but also walking in lido 

fliers and some foreign things"

to arrange the renovation of my apartment there and picking mostly tourist related 

11160: "some trash picked in sweden but mostly in venice walking around the city 

between a dutch and an english team"

taking long walks and finding also many stickers from the big football game 

11059: "picking trash mostly while in sweden teaching and living in a tent but 

central station"

and then taking an extensive walk from the amsterdam stadium all the way to the 

11058: "picking mostly trash on my way to the airport going first through utrecht 

tourists in barcelona"

terror attacks particularly shaking europe with a van driving through a crowd of 

casualties around the world in big number for natural catastrophes but also for 

neighbour having barely any internet while in the alps and recording many a 

12131: "news mostly watched with the television we got from our old mountain 



holland"

to swim in lido but more wind and much colder experienced at my final return to 

with leaves and finally not so much wind also returning to venice and also going 

storm experienced while eating the pizza with matteo finding the streets covered 

mountains particularly working on the foundation of my cathedral and with a big 

18107:  "some  fresh  wind  giving  a  break  to  the  summer  heat  experienced  in  the 

the jacket there with the temperature being quite cold and humid"

sheet to the guests and finally at last going back to holland and having to put 

general very dream and very hot in venice where i went a few times to change bed 

with  still  some  very  hot  noons  spent  working  and  some  occasional  storms  but  in 

16111:  "month  spent  mostly  in  the  mountains  experiencing  a  now  colder  weather 

there"

traveling to val cembra in trentino to buy a tractor and taking a few videos while 

visiting  that  cute  city  while  waiting  for  the  venice  train  and  other  than  that 

guests  and  parking  the  car  in  bassano  to  take  the  train  from  there  and  also 

13134:  "films  mostly  shot  going  up  and  down  venice  to  change  bed  sheet  to  my 

shape i see in clouds in the back of the card where i annotate my heart beats"

and  talking  walks  with  either  of  my  loves  but  also  running  and  annotating  the 

august in the weekend and observing clouds both during my long hours of commuting 

17080:  "time  spent  both  in  sweden  and  in  holland  with  myrthe  still  visiting 

ideas exploring many cities in france"

last  returning  towards  the  netherlands  with  myrthe  by  car  camping  and  getting 

ideas got while with brett and jacek making many hikes in the mountains before at 

estensi walking up and down the corso at night and sleeping in the van and later 

14116: "ideas got while in italy alone with august on the beach in lido degli 

there"

weather to walk around and then finally making it back to venice walking around 

11164:   "trash   still   picked   while   in   stockholm   taking   advantage   of   the   good 

unemployed and walking extensively through the city"

11163:   "picking   trash   this   time   while   in   stockholm   waiting   to   register   as 

venetians"

locations where the seagulls attack the trash bags left outside the door by local 

yet finding quite some redundant trash particularly next to supermarkets and in 

august or alone to reach the apartment and change bed sheet for our ongoing guests 

11162: "still picking a lot of trash while in venice walking now with myrthe and 


